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BIRTH NAME: JANE DOE 

BIRTH DATE: APRIL 21, 1974  

LIFE PATH = 1 

DESTINY NUMBER = 8 

SOUL NUMBER = 5 

PERSONALITY = 3 

MATURITY = 9 

BIRTHDAY NUMBER = 3 

 

LIFE PATH  
If ever there is a moment of total transformation, it is the moment of birth. In that instant, you step through 
a door in time into a new reality -- the reality of human life. The most important number in a numerology 
chart is based on the date of one’s birth, the moment when the curtain goes up in one’s life.  

Even at that moment, you are a person with your own unique character, as unique as your DNA. Everything 
that is you existed in potential, much like a play that is about to begin. Your entire life exists as a potential 

that has been prepared for. You will have ultimate freedom to do with your life as you likes: To fulfill its 
potential completely, or to make some smaller version of yourself. It will depend upon your effort and 
commitment. You will make the decisions to fulfill, to whatever extent, the potential life that exists within 

you. That is your choice. In this sense, the possible you is implicit during the moment of your birth.  

The Life Path number gives us a broad outline of the opportunities, challenges, and lessons we will 
encounter in this lifetime. The Life path is the road you are traveling. It reveals the opportunities and 
challenges you will face in life. Your Life Path number is the single most important information available in 

your Personality Chart!  

Life Path 1  

“Number 1’s are individual and unique, and often stand out from the crowd. Because they tend to walk a 
path less traveled, they have their own way of doing things that may not conform to the norm. Their 
“individuality” and “uniqueness” are their greatest sources of empowerment. They are also the key to their 
success. When 1’s have the courage to be different or to express a different viewpoint without requiring 
the approval of others, they are well on their way to standing in their full power and improving their 
quality of life. 

Number 1’s are self-motivated and self-reliant. They “are natural leaders who don’t like taking orders and 
prefer to be in charge. If they can’t make their own decisions they may strive toward a position of 
authority or simply work alone. Many 1’s have executive and administration abilities and prefer to be in 
management or to be self-employed. They are often drawn to innovative and creative fields of 



 

 

employment in which they can initiate projects or assume a leadership role. Life is a journey of self-
discovery for all of us, but for 1s, it’s their life purpose. Self-awareness, along with an understanding of 

how they relate to others, is their main area in need of focus in this life.” 

 

DESTINY NUMBER  
Your Destiny number reveals your physical and mental constitution, the orientation or goal of your life. 
Numerologists refer to this number as the Destiny, because it represents a lifelong target at which you are 
aiming. You work at fulfilling this potential every day of your life. Thus, the Destiny number reveals your 

inner goal, the person you aim to be.  

The Destiny number reveals the talents, abilities, and shortcomings that were with you when you entered 
your human body. Your name, and the numbers derived from it, reveals your development, as well as the 
talents and issues you will be working with during this life.  

For those for whom reincarnation is an accepted philosophy, the vibration of your full name can be seen as 
the totality of your personal evolution, the experiences, talents, and wisdom accumulated over many life 

times. Every experience, no matter how great or small, along this evolutionary path has influenced your 
development, and brought you to your current state of being.  

Top 5 strengths 

Pioneering 

Courageous 

Innovative 

Self-motivated 

Determined 

Top 5 challenges 

Impatient 

Intolerant 

Controlling 

Competitive 

Aggressive 

Number 1’s make fantastic: 

Business owners, managers, supervisors, executives, and team leaders; designers, inventors, creators, and 
ideas people; life coaches; property and real-estate professionals. 1’s are happiest when they’re self-
employed, work in a position of authority, or work autonomously. 



 

 

The Destiny is your being; the Life Path is the major lesson you are attempting to learn this time around. 
Time allows the gradual emergence of your personality. By reading the Destiny number below, you will 

come to understand your basic nature and the abilities and issues in your being.  

Destiny Number 8 

As an 8, you are destined to be a Business-Minded Leader who lives by your higher ideals and leads, 
manages, or assists others who lack your capability and strength.  Your life’s mission will be to adopt an 
attitude of abundance while balancing the material and spiritual worlds.  During the course of this life, you 

will be destined to reclaim your personal power and utilize your creative ability to manifest your dreams.  
You will have to also overcome your tendency to measure your own and other’s success through physical 
appearance, material accumulation, wealth, status, or power.  As an 8 Destiny, you are a gifted organizer 
and achiever, so you need to learn to put your talents to good use. 

SOUL NUMBER  
Your Soul Number is the inner you. It shows your underlying urge, your true motivation. It reveals the 

general intention behind many of your actions. Consequently, it dramatically influences the choices you 
make in life. The Soul Number is seen as part of the larger picture, called the core numbers, which includes 
the Life Path, Destiny, Day you were born, and Personality. But each points to a different aspect of you.  

The Soul Number demonstrates the identity of the soul that joined the earth -- you, the spiritual being.  

Soul Number 5 

As a 5 Soul number, “your soul longs for you to be a “Freedom-loving Adventurer” in this life, so it can feel 
complete.” 

With a 5 Soul Urge (Motivation or Heart's Desire), the desire to have complete freedom to be in control of 
your affairs is paramount in your makeup. 
 
Happiness is having the latitude to go where you want to go and do what you want to do. 
 
Tasting life in an unrestrained fashion produces a sense of fulfillment. 

PERSONALITY  
Your Personality number is derived from the consonants of your full name at birth. Your Personality is like a 
narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your true nature. It is those aspects that you feel 

comfortable sharing with people at the outset of a relationship. With time and trust, you invite otyours into 
the deeper aspects of your nature; you reveal more of who you really are. 

Your Personality number often serves as a censoring device, both in terms of what you send out, as well as 
what you allow to approach. It discriminates in the kinds of people and information you let enter your 
heart and mind. For this reason, your Personality is usually much more narrow and protective in its 

definition than the real you. It can screen out some of what you do not want to deal with -- people or 
situations -- but it also welcomes those things that immediately relate to your inner nature.  

Your Personality number also indicates how others perceive you. No one can be objective about himself or 
yourself. Even our closest friends and relatives have trouble describing how they see us.  



 

 

Personality Number 3 

As a 3 Personality Number, you are perceived by others to be a ‘Self-Expressive Creative.’ You seek to 

more freely express your inner feeling and obtain more enjoyment from life.  

MATURITY  
Your Maturity number indicates an underlying wish or desire that gradually surfaces around age thirty to 
thirty-five. This underlying goal begins to emerge as you gain a better understanding of yourself. With 

self-knowledge comes a greater awareness of who you are, what your true goals in life are, and what 
direction you want to set for your life. This, in a nutshell, is the gift of maturity: You no longer waste time 
and energy on things that are not within your own special identity.  

No matter what your age is at present, your life is being channeled in a specific direction, toward a very 
specific goal. That goal can be seen as a reward or the fulfillment of a promise that is implicit in your 

current efforts, often without your knowing it consciously. While the characteristics of this number are 
usually visible during childhood, we tend to lose sight of these aspects until later in life. But our lives are 

always being affected by this influence, nonetheless.  

Your Maturity number begins to have a more profound impact on your life after the age of 35. The 

influence of the number increases steadily as you grow older.  

Maturity Number 9 

If you have a 9 Maturity Number, you are on course to become a “Compassionate Humanitarian” from the 
age of 45+. 

BIRTHDAY  
The day you were born bears great significance in understanding who you are and where your talents lie. 

The day of birth indicates some special talent you possess. It is a gift to you that will help you along your 
Life's Path. Your day of birth is one of your four core numbers. It is the least significant of the core numbers, 
but perhaps the most finite, in that it reveals a specific ability you possess in a marked degree.  

Birthday Number 3 

As a 3 Birth Day, you are a natural entertainer who loves to express your many talents and abilities. You 

have a good sense of humor and enjoy being around people. You’re happiest when you’re being creative, 
uplifting, or entertaining an audience – or simply making others laugh. Some 3’s are artistically gifted 
where others are gifted with words (written and/or spoken). However, learning to use their words in a 

“positive” way to empower and inspire, as opposed to criticize, gossip, or complain, is one of their 
greatest lessons. 

Due to the scattered energy of number 3, many 3’s can lack discipline and be disorganized, inconsistent, 
and changeable. Therefore, extra effort is required to achieve mental, emotional, physical, and financial 

stability and order. 

 



 

 

MAJOR LIFE CYCLES 
 

“Also known as Life Cycles, Growth Cycles or Period Cycles, Major Life Cycles divide your Life Path 
Number journey into three blocks of time that highlight the three stages of growth throughout your life. 
These three stages of growth are often called the Cycles of Youth, Maturity, and Wisdom. Each Major Life 

Cycle Number has its own unique theme designed for your personal growth, but because a forecasting 
number has the same meaning wherever it appears, the descriptions are the same as the Personal Year 
and Pinnacles, for example. 

You can think of your three Major Life Cycles as the three areas of development that will help you fulfill 

your destiny as your journey along your life path. Throughout a Major Life Cycle period, its accompanying 
Pinnacle and Challenge Numbers represent the opportunities and challenges that will be encountered 
along that path.” 

1974-2009 

Cycle 4 

A 4 cycle, in their first cycle, is not much fun for a young person. It suggests that learning is difficult or the 
demands placed upon you to learn were harsh and burdensome. Now you have to build a solid foundation 
and the tone is one of learning practicality, order, and routine. 
 
Often this period denotes growing up with limited resources or restrictions of some sort. The demands often 
set the stage for later successes.  You are to be very well prepared to start your career in early 
adulthood. 
 
2010 – 2036 

Cycle 3 
This is likely to be a very pleasant, carefree and creative time in your life. Being original and using your 
talents of expression will find you furthering your career and your life in general. 
 
If there is a pitfall during this time it is becoming overly optimistic and extravagant, and spreading your 
talents too thin. 
 
In all this is a period that offers much happiness in exchange for a minimum of planning and concentration. 
 
2037 + 

Cycle 3 
A 3 cycle in later life suggests an active social life with numerous hobbies and activities. If you are a 
creative person, this late life period may become your most prolific and fruitful. 
 
Indeed, this may be the time to write that book you have thought about, a time to learn a new method of 
expression perhaps, or simply let your imagination run free. 
 
Enjoy yourself, it won't be that terribly hard now. 
 
 
 



 

 

PINNACLES AND CHALLENGES 
“As you go through your life there are four distinct periods of development called Pinnacles. A Pinnacle 
(also known as a Peak Number) is a period of growth and advancement that provides you with an 

opportunity to expand in a particular area. When you utilize the opportunities a Pinnacle presents, you’re 
one step closer to fulfilling your destiny and life purpose. 

Each of the four Pinnacles has an accompanying Challenge. In other words, there are four specific 
obstacles that must be overcome for you to reach your full potential. Your Challenges are the lessons you 
must learn on your journey towards self-mastery. Think of it this way: A Pinnacle is a “gateway” that leads 
you toward your greatest potential for success, but you can only make it through once you’ve overcome its 
accompanying Challenge. 

PINNACLES 
1974 – 2009 

Pinnacle 7 

Personal Development, Spirituality, Specialization 

During this pinnacle, life provides you with the opportunity to investigate, study, and become a specialist in 

your craft. You will gain the ability to develop a deeper understanding of yourself, your talents, and the 
deeper meaning of life. During this time you will be encouraged to reach a higher level of awareness 
through personal development and spiritual teachings. This is a favorable time to study and explore 

metaphysics and/or alternative modalities. Providing you develop and trust your intuition and adopt a 
spiritual practice, there is potential for happiness and success. 

2010 – 2018 

Pinnacle 6 

Service, Family, Domestic Responsibility 

During this pinnacle, life provides you with the opportunity to take more responsibility and be of se rvice to 

your loved ones, family, friends, and community. You will gain the ability to balance giving with receiving 
and your home life with your career as you learn to balance other’s needs with your own. This is a 
favorable time to make a commitment, get married, have children, take care of family, or to work in a 
service- or home-based business. Providing you are responsible, compassionate, kind, and caring toward 
others, there is potential for happiness and success.” 

2019 - 2027 

Pinnacle 4 

Discipline, Order, Foundation 

During this pinnacle, life provides you with the opportunity to create stability and build a solid foundation 
for your future. You will gain the ability to persevere through your challenges and overcome the obstacles 
that you face. This time will help you to be organized, disciplined, and focused so you can achieve your 

goals and make something of your life. Providing you work hard, have a good work ethic and a positive 
mindset, dedicate yourself to the job at hand, and finish what you start, there is potential for happiness 



 

 

and success.  With the number 4 as a third Pinnacle, your ability to get ahead and achieve will no doubt 
be directly associated with your ability to out-work the competition. Sometimes this Pinnacle brings a sense 

of economic limitation.  This is likely to be a period of building and steady growth. 

2028 + 

Pinnacle 7 

Personal Development, Spirituality, Specialization 

With a number 7 as last pinnacle, your later years will be a quiet time when you will be chiefly involved 
with the development and refinement of your inner being. 

This is a time for study, development, and thinking about life in philosophical ways. 

During this period it may not be easy for you to find individuals with whom you truly feel comfortable 
unless your spouse has similar attitudes. 

Be patient for people will come to you for what you know. 

LIFE’S CHALLENGES 
0 – 35 years 

Life’s Challenge = 8 

Ego, Personal Power, Materialism 

During this period, life will challenge you to overcome your desire for power, success, recognition, the 
accumulation of material possessions, and wealth. As you learn to master your ego, you will also be 

encouraged to balance the material and spiritual aspects of your life. During this time you will learn to 
reclaim your personal power and be less controlling of others You may find it a challenge to form a 
healthy relationship with money, but you were born with the ability to do so. 

36 – 44 years 

Life’s Challenge = 0 

Choice, Opportunity, Free Will 

A 0 Challenge Number indicates no specific challenges; however you’re not completely off the hook, as life 
will still put obstacles in your path. The 0 Challenge Number indicates a challenge of choice, so it is your 

decision whether you want to live to your highest potential or simply cruise along. It’s up to you which way 
you choose. 

45 – 53 years 

Life’s Challenge = 1 

Assertiveness, Independence, Confidence 

During this period, life will challenge you to become more assertive and to stand up for yourself. You will 

learn to be independent and less concerned with others’ opinions of you. The more you trust and believe in 



 

 

yourself, the more confident you will be. You may find it challenging to walk your own path, but you were 
born with the ability to do so. 

54 years + 

Life’s Challenge = 8 

Ego, Personal Power, Materialism 

During this period, life will challenge you to overcome your desire for power, success, recognition, the 
accumulation of material possessions, and wealth. As you learn to master your ego, you will also be 
encouraged to balance the material and spiritual aspects of your life. During this time you will learn to 

reclaim your personal power and be less controlling of others You may find it a challenge to form a 
healthy relationship with money, but you were born with the ability to do so. 

PERIOD CYCLES 
Period Cycles divide your Life Path Number journey into three blocks of time that highlight the three stages 
of growth throughout your life. These three stages of growth are often called the Cycles of Youth, Maturity, 
and Wisdom. Each Major Life Cycle Number has its own unique theme designed for your personal growth, 

but because a forecasting number has the same meaning wherever it appears, the descriptions are the 
same as the Personal Year and Pinnacles, for example. 

You can think of your three Period Cycles as the three areas of development that will help you fulfill your 
destiny as your journey along your life path. Throughout a Period Cycle, its accompanying Pinnacle and 
Challenge Numbers represent the opportunities and challenges that will be encountered along that path. 

0 – 26 years 

Period Cycle 4 

Discipline, Effort, Building 

A 4 Major Life Cycle will encourage you to work hard to build a solid foundation for your future. It will 
teach you the value of dedication, discipline, and organization so you can make something of your life. 

Over this period of time you’ll learn how to overcome obstacles and persevere through the challenges that 
cross your path. You’ll discover that effort brings rewards as you work toward achieving your goals. This is 
a favorable cycle in which to: start a business or build a career, build or renovate a home, make a 

commitment, get married, and save money. 

27 – 53 years 

Period Cycle 3 

Self-expression, Communication, Creativity 

A 3 Major Life Cycle will encourage you to use your creativity and imagination in all areas of your life. It 
will teach you how to express yourself verbally, artistically, intellectually, physically, and emotionally in a 

positive way as opposed to expressing yourself negatively. Over this period of time you’ll learn to 
communicate more effectively and develop any creative talent you may have and possibly turn it into a 
career. This is a favorable cycle in which to: start a hobby, learn an instrument, write a book (blog or 



 

 

poetry), journal, sing (or express yourself in other ways), develop your artistic/creative talents, and be 
social. 

53 years + 

Period Cycle 3 

Same as above 

 

Karmic Lesson Numbers 
Karmic Lesson Numbers indicate some of your inherited weaknesses and specific areas in need of growth 
that have been passed on from your previous lives and need to be addressed in this life. One of the 

reasons you’ve chosen to incarnate into this current life is to learn to master them once and for all. If you 
have a Karmic Lesson Number in your numerology chart, that karmic lesson will continually present itself 

throughout your life until you’ve worked it out. 

Some people have several Karmic Lesson Numbers, and some have none. However, if you’re fortunate 
enough not to have any, it doesn’t mean you’re going to have an easy, trouble-free life. It simply means 
that the majority of your challenges will come through the other numbers in your chart. 

Karmic lesson Number 4 

This lesson indicates a need to be more organized, disciplined, and focused. This lesson will make you take 

your commitments seriously and work hard to achieve your goals. It will also force you to be responsible 
and reliable. Life will force you to accept the truth that nothing comes without effort, sacrifice and 
patience.  

Karmic lesson Number 6 

This lesson indicates a need to be more responsible, dedicated, and committed to others and life. This 
lesson will force you to take your responsibilities seriously and to establish genuine and meaningful 
relationships with others. Life will show you that friends, family will do little or nothing for you but will 

require much in return.  You must learn to nurture and care for those close to you and life will reward you 
in return. 

Karmic lesson Number 8 

This lesson indicates a need to reclaim your personal power over whatever disempowers you. This lesson 

will force you to understand money, status, authority, and power. It will encourage you to learn how to 
manage your material affairs.  You must learn how to create wealth and manage power without abusing 

it.  You must learn to manage your fear of taking risks and prospecting. 

PERSONAL YEAR 
Every year you have a Personal Year Number between 1 and 9 that indicates the lessons, opportunities, 
and experiences you’ll encounter during the course of the year. This cycle runs from January 1st to 



 

 

December 31st to coincide with the calendar year. However, sometimes the influence of the upcoming 
Personal Year Number can be felt several months before the official changeover date on January 1st. 

Your Personal Year Number cycle commences at birth and progresses through nine-year intervals 
throughout your life. Each of the nine years has its own unique theme with respect to the types of lessons 

and experiences you’ll encounter for that year. In comparison with your other forecasting numbers (cycles), 
your Personal Year Number has the most obvious influence over your life for the year. 

When you know your Personal Year Number, you can prepare for what’s ahead. This number is a great 
indicator of the ideal time to take certain actions, such as focusing on your career, moving house, traveling 

or embarking on an adventure, repairing or beginning a relationship, studying, getting married, working 
on your personal development, or starting a family. When you know the Personal Year Number of those 
around you, you’ll have a better understanding of what’s going on in their lives, too, which can only 
improve your relationships. 

Year 2016 = Year 7 

Introspection, Personal and Spiritual Growth 

Where last year you focused on serving others, this year the focus is on building a better relationship with 
yourself. The 7 Personal Year encourages self-analysis, so that you form a deeper understanding of who 

you are, what you want, and why you’re here. Your main agenda over the next 12 mon ths is personal 
development, spiritual wisdom, and going within to find the answers you seek. This isn’t a time to chase new 
opportunities or to conquer the business world. Instead, it’s a time to take a step back and reflect. This is a 
very important year when the more inner work you do, the greater your success in the outer world – in 
your 8 Personal Year, next year. 

Your capacity for research and understanding is at its peak, so it’s a favorable year to study or to 
develop an existing skill – especially anything that is related to IT and computers, science, psychology, 
engineering, analytics, metaphysics, philosophy, and conventional or alternative health. If you wish to 

become a specialist in your craft, this is the year to do it. This is also a year in which to focus on spirituality, 
spend time in guidance at all times. 

If you suffered a loss or heartbreak last year, use this year to process and heal. Explore alternative 
therapies if you feel that way inclined. Don’t force things to happen this year, wait for things to come to 

you, as opportunities will present themselves next year. In the meantime, get a health check, exercise, take 
up a spiritual practice such as yoga, meditation, EFT (Tapping), Reiki, or qi gong, and enhance your 
connection to Source (Universe, God, Divine). Build a strong inner foundation in preparation for the years 

to come. In fact, your future success depends upon the positive changes you make today. 

This is a year in which to: 

Adopt a spiritual practice 

Spend quiet time alone 

Take up meditation, yoga, EFT, or qi gong 

Explore alternative therapies 



 

 

Detox and eat a healthy diet 

Spend time in nature 

Rest, recuperate, and relax 

Focus on personal development 

Study or become a specialist 

Go on a spiritual retreat, expand your spiritual learning 

Get closer to God 

Improve your health, get a health check, exercise 


